Working capital management

Strengthen your cashflow position

In practise

the actual invoice payment can be a critical
negotiating point
It is a known dilemma: As a buyer, you want to
extend the payment term with your suppliers
as much as possible. Your suppliers want to
get paid as quickly as possible to keep their
working capital needs as low as possible.
NCN Capital converts this contradiction into a
win-win situation by financing the payment
term. You can do this by using your own
capital for a good return, or using our funders
to take over pre-financing part.
NCN Capital cooperates with a number of
international financial institutions that provide
the financing of your creditor on the basis of
your credit rating.

Streghten supplier
relationships

Control your
payments

Extend your DPO

Reduce DSO

14% return on your
own invested
capital

Use the platform
free of charge

Onze oplossingen

Supply Chain Finance

Unlock working capital when a 3rd party prefinances the outstanding invoices

Dynamic Discounting

Increase the return on your self-invested (working) capital

Why NCN Capital?

The NCN Capital proposition goes beyond just accelerating invoice payments
NCN Capital helps your organisation to improve the total purchasing process (strategic, tactical and
operational) with the end result achieving an optimal return for your working capital.
An important result of this optimisation is to build a more successful collaboration with a reduced number
of suppliers. This can also lead to an average 5 to 10% savings on your purchasing spend and a directly
connected supplier on the NCN Capital platform.
Our Purchase-to-Pay SaaS solution guarantees your entire operational purchasing process. This results
in a streamlined, automated process and also saves you an average of 1 to 3% on your purchasing spend.
As a result, the average invoice approval time reduces dramatically, allowing your supplier to accelerate
their invoices.
NCN Capital is a stand-alone SaaS solution and can easily be linked to all ERP systems and / or
Purchase-to-Pay providers in the market.

Create a WIN-WIN situation
Buyer advantages

Supplier advantages

Realise an increased return on your selfinvested working capital

Be in control of the payment of your sales
invoices

Build strong supplier relationships

Invoice discount cheaper than alternative
financing solutions

Unlock working capital by DPO extension
More efficient, transparent procurement
process at lower total costs
Multilingual cloud-based platform with a fully
automated, transparent process
More efficient credit management
Reduce your own DSO

Reduce working capital need
Our portal is free of use and 24/7 available
Multilingual cloud-based platform with a fully
automated, transparent process (fully selfservice)
More efficient debtor management
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